1. Introduction {#sec1-1}
===============

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is an imaging modality that can generate real-time and *in vivo* images of biological tissue at micrometer-scale resolutions (1-20 µm). This allows OCT to bridge the gap between conventional high-resolution laboratory microscopy that requires the removal of tissue, and current medical imaging modalities such as ultrasound, X-ray computed tomography, and magnetic resonance imaging that lack microscopic resolution. As OCT has a limited imaging depth of 1-2 mm in turbid media, various forms of imaging probes have been designed to accommodate the need to image deeper into the human body, including endoscopic probes for hollow organ imaging \[[@r1]--[@r4]\], catheter probes for intravascular imaging \[[@r5]--[@r8]\], and the focus of this study, needle probes for interstitial imaging of solid tissues and organs \[[@r9]--[@r13]\].

OCT imaging probes require the incorporation of a lateral scanning mechanism to generate cross-sectional images (termed B-scans) by acquiring a sequence of individual depth scans (termed A-scans) from different lateral positions within the imaging target. Each A-scan represents the intensity of backscattered light as a function of depth along the incident beam. Successful B-scan reconstruction largely depends on accurate positioning of the A-scans relative to their true physical location. Until recently, OCT needle probes have been scanned using a motorized setup \[[@r11]--[@r13]\]. Whilst highly accurate, the complexity and size of such a setup makes the probe unwieldy and difficult to guide during insertion in a clinical environment. For example, imaging with needle-based OCT during breast cancer surgery \[[@r14]--[@r16]\] may require the needle probe to be inserted at large angles to the tissue normal in order to access a tumor. Scanning at such angles can be highly impractical with a motorized setup.

A more convenient approach is to maneuver the needle probe by hand and perform freehand lateral scanning. The elimination of bulky scanning motors and associated components facilitates the development of a miniaturized hand-held probe, and the high degree of freedom provided by a freehand scanning method aids in smooth control and guidance of the needle probe to the imaging target. However, hand motion inevitably contains variations in speed and orientation, which can result in geometric distortion in the reconstructed image.

There is some preliminary published research into methods to enable geometrically accurate reconstruction of OCT data from freehand scanning, mostly focusing on the artifacts caused by the variation in lateral scanning speed. Among these studies, Ren *et al*. \[[@r17]\] implemented an optical tracking method to monitor the position of an OCT probe during freehand scanning. In their method, four light emitting diodes (LEDs) mounted on a tetrahedral frame were attached to an OCT probe, and the detection of the emission from these LEDs with a camera provided sufficient position and orientation information to enable reconstruction of the A-scans in three dimensions (3D). One challenge with such an approach is the requirement to maintain a constant line of sight between the light sources and the detector, which may be unrealistic in some clinical scenarios.

Signal-based tracking methods have also been proposed. Ahmad *et al*. utilized a resampling technique that discards redundant or highly overlapping A-scans based on a cross-correlation similarity measure \[[@r18]\]. The technique was used to generate a set of A-scans with approximately uniform spacing, which was then scaled according to a calibration curve of the cross-correlation value versus physical distance between sequential A-scans. Another study by Weiss *et al*. employed a Doppler-based tracking method that estimates the lateral motion by analyzing the changes of phase between sequential A-scans \[[@r19]\]. These signal-based tracking methods are attractive as an external position sensor is not required, but it is not yet clear if such methods are able to provide sufficient direction and orientation information to enable reconstruction of a 3D scan trajectory.

Magnetic tracking is an alternative motion tracking method that has been used with other medical imaging modalities \[[@r20],[@r21]\]. As magnetic fields are unimpeded by non-magnetic objects, magnetic tracking does not require a clear line of sight between the magnetic field transmitter and the tracked OCT probe, making it well suited for clinical use. Nonetheless, a significant challenge in applying magnetic tracking to OCT imaging is the low position resolution of currently available magnetic trackers, which is typically on the order of hundreds of microns \[[@r22]\].

In this paper, we report the first published use of a magnetic tracking system with an OCT needle probe. The magnetic tracker was augmented by cross-correlation-based resampling \[[@r18]\] and a two-stage moving window average algorithm to enable high-resolution 3D position tracking and, thus, reconstruction of freehand OCT needle scans. The ability of the proposed method to correct artifacts caused by variations in scanning speed and orientation was assessed using phantom objects and an *ex vivo* human breast tissue specimen.

2. Methods {#sec1-2}
==========

2.1. Magnetic tracking {#sec2-1}
----------------------

A magnetic tracker comprises a transmitter and a sensor, each containing a set of coils that can be energized by an electrical current to generate a magnetic field (transmitter) or induced by a magnetic field to generate an electrical current (sensor) \[[@r23]\]. For transmitters based on a dipole excitation source, the generated field strength decreases with the inverse cube of the distance between the transmitter and the sensor \[[@r24]\]. The strength of the current induced in the sensor indicates the sensor's position relative to the transmitter. Currently available magnetic trackers are able to track with six degrees of freedom based on three orthogonally mounted coils in both the transmitter and the sensor. The transmitter coils are excited sequentially, each resulting in three individual signals measured in the sensor coils. At the end of a measurement cycle, a total of nine values are obtained, from which the position and orientation of the sensor can be determined in 3D.

In our experiments, a six-degree-of-freedom magnetic tracking system (3D Guidance medSAFE, mid-range transmitter and model 130 sensor, Ascension Technology, USA) was used to track the freehand scanning of an OCT needle probe. This tracker generates a magnetic field using pulsed direct current (DC) at the rate of 240 Hz. The maximum rate for a full measurement cycle (three transmitter axes) is 80 Hz but position coordinates are updated at 240 Hz, as a new solution is computed after the excitation of each transmitter coil. The recommended tracking range lies in a volume bounded by 20 cm to 36 cm along the *x* axis of the transmitter, and ±20 cm along the *y* and *z* axes. Although the tracker's reported absolute accuracy of 1.4 mm RMS seems unsuitable for tracking micrometer-scale OCT scans, the reconstruction of freehand scans relies on the relative accuracy, *i.e.*, the accuracy of the position of the OCT needle probe relative to the position of the first A-scan. Over a 2 cm range, which is considerably larger than many OCT scans, the relative accuracy of the raw tracker measurements acquired within the recommended tracking range was measured to be 50-100 µm RMS, using a measurement protocol similar to that described in \[[@r25]\].

When synchronized to our OCT acquisition system, additional time latency was found between the acquisition of OCT and magnetic tracker data due to internal processing of each system. If uncorrected, this latency would cause A-scans to be assigned to incorrect tracker data points. An impulse motion method \[[@r26]\] was used to calibrate the latency, which was then subtracted from the time stamp of the tracker data. The latency was found to remain relatively constant between experiments at \~120 ms, suggesting that its effects could be eliminated by calibration.

2.2. Assembly of OCT needle probe and magnetic sensor {#sec2-2}
-----------------------------------------------------

[Figure 1(a)](#g001){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 1Schematics of (a) the optical design of our OCT needle probe, showing the light beam (in red), and (b) the assembly of the OCT needle probe and the magnetic sensor. depicts a schematic of the OCT needle probe used in this study, which comprises a length of single-mode fiber to guide the light beam (shown in red) from the OCT scanner to the probe, a 270 μm length (0.25 pitch) of gradient-index (GRIN) fiber to produce a collimated beam upon exiting the GRIN fiber, and an angle-polished copper mirror to reflect the beam perpendicular to the probe axis. The spot size (1/e^2^ intensity) of the bare optical probe was measured to be \~19 µm. The probe was encased in a 22-gauge hypodermic needle with an outer diameter of 720 µm. A small imaging window was etched in the needle shaft, approximately 8 mm from the tip, through which the A-scans were acquired. This needle probe design is based on that reported in \[[@r13]\], with the GRIN length adapted to produce a collimated beam at the GRIN/glue interface. The collimated beam is strongly backreflected at this interface, yielding a strong reference beam that optimizes the sensitivity for an OCT system operated in a common-path configuration \[[@r15]\].

The needle probe and the magnetic sensor were securely mounted on a non-metallic (wooden) handle, as shown in [Fig. 1(b)](#g001){ref-type="fig"}. The offset between the sensor and the imaging window can be described by a vector with a constant magnitude, which was measured physically, and a variable direction, which depends on the orientation of the probe. To calibrate for the offset direction, the initial orientation was measured with the needle shaft aligned parallel to the *x* axis of the magnetic transmitter. Because the sensor was affixed collinear with the needle shaft, the initial offset direction between them can be approximated by a \[1, 0, 0\] vector. The initial orientation of the light beam relative to the probe axis was determined as part of the needle probe manufacturing process. By concatenating these two geometrical relationships, the motion tracked by the sensor could be transformed into the position and orientation of the imaging window, and that of the acquired A-scans. The 3D rotation matrix used in the transformation, *R~Total~*, is given by
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which is a result of three successive rotations, such that *R~Total~ = R~x~ R~y~ R~z~*, where
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*R~x~*, *R~y~* and *R~z~* are the rotation matrices that perform a counterclockwise rotation about the subscripted axis and *ψ*, *θ*, and *φ* are, respectively, the calibrated orientation angles yaw, pitch and roll (Euler angles).

2.3. Image reconstruction using magnetic tracking and signal processing {#sec2-3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Image reconstruction involves positioning and orienting the A-scans into the geometry from which they were acquired. The challenge in reconstructing a freehand scan is the associated variations in scanning speed and orientation. The variation in the scanning speed will cause non-uniform spatial sampling of the A-scans. Failure to account for this during image reconstruction geometrically distorts the images. Regions scanned more slowly have a higher density of A-scans and, thus, appear erroneously large, and conversely for regions through which the needle is moved more rapidly. Additionally, changes in hand orientation will rotate the light beam, and hence the acquired A-scans, both within and outside of a flat imaging plane. Failure to incorporate these orientation changes will warp the true geometry of the image due to the A-scans being incorrectly aligned parallel to each other as well as erroneously projected onto a flat reconstruction image plane. The magnetic tracker was used to detect the scan trajectory, so that both these geometric distortions could be compensated.

The position data collected by the magnetic tracker has two major limitations. Along the dominant direction of motion within a local trajectory, the position resolution is too coarse to maintain the lateral resolution of the OCT system. In the two directions orthogonal to the dominant direction, the position changes are sufficiently small that the noise in the magnetic tracking system becomes evident. To overcome these limitations, assumptions concerning the underlying motion were made to allow the use of a two-stage moving window average algorithm, which is illustrated in [Fig. 2](#g002){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 2Plots illustrating the two-stage moving window average algorithm in a 2D example. (a) A moving window (blue) is centered on the A-scan position to be corrected, P~i~ (red). (b) PCA is performed on the subset of positions within the window, producing a least-squares best fit, denoted as v~1~, to the local trajectory. v~2~ fits the residuals orthogonal to the first line of best fit. (c) The positions are re-expressed as a linear combination of the PCA basis vectors. (d) A smaller window (green) is centered on P~i~. (e) The data within this smaller window is projected (orange) onto v~1~, smoothing the noise in the minor direction of motion, v~2~. The average of the projected data is calculated as the corrected position (yellow). (f) An inverse transformation maps the corrected position onto the original coordinate frame. The corrected position is explicitly shown here relative to the original position, P~i~..

For clarity, we describe the algorithm here in 2D. The extension to 3D is straightforward. First, the position data (gray) is implicitly assumed to be locally linear, such that a straight line can be fitted to the subset of position data within a moving window. This window (blue) is centered at the position to be corrected, P~i~ (red), as shown in [Fig. 2(a)](#g002){ref-type="fig"}. The line of best fit is calculated using principal component analysis (PCA), producing new basis vectors (v~1~,v~2~) (*i.e.*, principal components) that reveal the pattern of variations in the data, as shown in [Fig. 2(b)](#g002){ref-type="fig"}. In [Fig. 2(c)](#g002){ref-type="fig"}, the position data is re-expressed as a linear combination of the principal components. The first principal component, v~1~, is the least-squares best fit to the local trajectory. The second principal component, v~2~, is the least-squares best fit to the residual errors orthogonal to the first principal component. Due to our assumption of a locally linear trajectory, the variations along v~2~ are regarded as noise randomly distributed about a zero mean.

To estimate sub-resolution position changes along the dominant direction, *i.e.*, along v~1~, the variation of the scanning speed is additionally assumed to be negligible within a smaller window (green) centered at P~i~, as shown in [Fig. 2(d)](#g002){ref-type="fig"}. The positions in this smaller subset are projected (orange) onto v~1~ to reduce noise in the data, shown in [Fig. 2(e)](#g002){ref-type="fig"}. The average of the projected positions is calculated as the corrected position (yellow). Note that the first assumption of a linear trajectory (spatially) asserts that the noise is randomly distributed about a zero mean, whereas, the second assumption of constant scanning speed asserts that the positions are changing linearly in time. The two window sizes were used to apply different weights of averaging due to these different assumptions (the smaller window for the stronger assumption of locally constant speed). The corrected position is then inversely transformed into the original coordinate frame (*x*,*y*). The original (red) and the corrected (yellow) positions are explicitly shown in [Fig. 2(f)](#g002){ref-type="fig"} to illustrate the correction. This process is iterated over all A-scan locations, producing an enhanced spatial resolution in the final reconstruction. The extension of this algorithm to 3D includes an additional principal component v~3~, which is utilized in the same way as v~2~.

Although the local trajectory of a freehand scan is largely constant in speed, there exist regions for which this assumption is violated. For example, an abrupt stop encountered during a freehand scan will result in multiple A-scans being acquired at the same position. Performing a moving average on the corresponding positions will lead to the overlapping A-scans being spaced across a small distance, distorting the size and appearance of a structure.

Therefore, prior to the refinement with the two-stage moving window average algorithm, a simplified version of the cross-correlation-based technique proposed by Ahmad *et al*. \[[@r18]\] was first employed to selectively discard overlapping A-scans, such that the remaining A-scans were more uniformly spaced, *i.e.*, the speed between them was made more constant. The resampling relies on the knowledge that the cross-correlation value between two A-scans decreases monotonically with increasing distance between the A-scans \[[@r18]\]. Briefly, an initial A-scan is selected as a reference, and the subsequently acquired A-scans are discarded until the cross-correlation with the reference A-scan decreases below an empirically chosen threshold value. This A-scan is then retained, and the process iterated by setting the newly retained A-scan as the reference. After processing the entire acquisition, the resulting set of A-scans has approximately uniform spacing. The uniform spacing achieved from this resampling step was found to greatly improve the accuracy of the reconstructed image.

Finally, each A-scan was oriented in 3D by applying the rotation matrix of [Eq. (1)](#e1){ref-type="disp-formula"}, in which the Euler angles were given by the orientation measurements of the magnetic tracker. The reconstruction of A-scans in six degrees of freedom produced a non-linear B-scan that followed the trajectory of the needle probe during a freehand scan.

2.4. Comparison with other image reconstruction methods {#sec2-4}
-------------------------------------------------------

The OCT images reconstructed using the magnetic tracker method were compared against three other methods to validate the accuracy of reconstruction and to demonstrate the improvement achieved by the proposed method. First, images were reconstructed using the position data from a motorized linear translation stage (Model GTS70, Newport, USA). The translation stage has a specified accuracy of 2 µm, which allowed its position data to be used as the gold standard for validation. Second, the acquired A-scans were reconstructed using an 'untracked' method, which simply assumes uniform spacing between the A-scans. This naive reconstruction is representative of uncorrected freehand scanning. Third, the cross-correlation-based technique proposed by Ahmad *et al*. \[[@r18]\] was implemented. This technique comprises two parts: a resampling process that has been integrated into our magnetic tracker method to produce a set of uniformly spaced A-scans; and a calibration for different tissue types of the cross-correlation value versus physical distance between sequential A-scans to scale the spacing. In addition to these reconstruction methods, a histological analysis was performed in a tissue-imaging experiment to provide further validation of the biological features found in the reconstructed OCT images.

3. Imaging of tissue-mimicking phantoms {#sec1-3}
=======================================

All experimental imaging in this study was performed using a spectral-domain OCT system in a common-path configuration with an optical power of 8.5 mW emitted from the imaging probe. The super-luminescent diode source (Model S-840-B-I-20, Superlum, Ireland) has a center wavelength of 840 nm with 50 nm full-width at half-maximum bandwidth, providing a theoretical axial resolution of \~7 μm.

The accuracy of various reconstruction methods was first assessed using a tissue-mimicking phantom object made of adhesive putty (White Tac, UHU, Germany). Four grooves with measured widths of 640 µm, 360 µm, 560 µm, and 340 µm, respectively, were imprinted on the surface of the putty to serve as features for comparison. To acquire OCT images of the phantom, the tracked needle probe was positioned adjacent to the phantom's surface and connected to the motorized translation stage described above using a 1 m long wooden rod. This setup allows simultaneous acquisition of position data from the stage and the magnetic tracker without metal-induced magnetic field distortion. The stage was accelerated at 1 mm/s^2^ to a maximum speed of 4 mm/s, then decelerated at 1 mm/s^2^ covering a total scan distance of 13 mm. Acceleration and deceleration were included to simulate changes in speed present in freehand scanning. The A-scans were acquired at 5 kHz sampling rate and 15 µs exposure time.

[Figure 3(a)](#g003){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 3(a) Displacement profile of a motorized translation stage showing acceleration during scanning. (b) Gold-standard reconstruction based on position data from the translation stage. (c) Untracked reconstruction assuming uniformly spaced A-scans. (d) Reconstruction based on the cross-correlation-based technique. (e) Reconstruction based on magnetic tracker with cross-correlation-based resampling and the two-stage moving window average algorithm. The yellow dotted lines provide a visual aid for comparing the positioning of the groove features. Scale bar = 500 µm for Parts (b)-(e). shows the displacement profile recorded during the motorized stage scan. Three gradient triangles are shown to emphasize the changes in speed during the scan. [Figure 3(b)](#g003){ref-type="fig"} was reconstructed based on the stage's position data, providing the gold-standard image for the phantom. An 'untracked' reconstruction, assuming uniform spacing between A-scans, is presented in [Fig. 3(c)](#g003){ref-type="fig"}. It can be observed that the beginning and end portions are expanded due to the inability of this method to account for the slower scanning speeds as the stage accelerated and decelerated.

[Figure 3(d)](#g003){ref-type="fig"} shows a tracked reconstruction using the cross-correlation-based technique described in \[[@r18]\]. Overall, the positioning of features by this technique shows good accuracy in this 1D motorized scanning case. However, the accuracy is significantly reduced in image areas with a poor SNR, such as at the locations of the grooves. The accuracy reduction is manifested as widening of the grooves, which is particularly evident for the larger grooves. [Figure 3(e)](#g003){ref-type="fig"} shows a reconstruction using the magnetic tracker data with cross-correlation-based resampling and the two-stage moving window average algorithm, which maintained high accuracy even in regions having a poor SNR. A cross-correlation threshold of 0.8 was empirically chosen to reconstruct [Figs. 3(d)](#g003){ref-type="fig"} and [3(e)](#g003){ref-type="fig"}.

The various reconstruction methods were implemented in MATLAB^®^ (R2010a, The MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts) running on a 2.0 GHz Intel^®^ Core i7-2630QM CPU with 64-bit Windows 7. The processing times for the translation stage, the cross-correlation-based, and the magnetic tracker methods were 0.63 s, 5.36 s and 7.12 s, respectively. The untracked method did not require any processing. The RMS error of each method was calculated by comparing the corresponding A-scan positions against the gold-standard translation stage position data. The results are summarized in [Table 1](#t001){ref-type="table"} Table 1Accuracy of Various Reconstruction MethodsReconstruction MethodRMS Error (µm)Untracked102Cross-correlation-based technique \[[@r18]\]77Magnetic tracker18, showing the lowest RMS error for our proposed magnetic tracker method.

In a second experiment to investigate the effect of orientation changes on the three reconstruction methods for freehand scanning, a similar phantom of the same material was made, but the grooves were formed over a curved (*i.e.*, nonplanar) surface. The gold-standard image of the phantom is shown in [Fig. 4(a)](#g004){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 4Image reconstruction of a phantom with a curved surface. (a) Gold-standard image reconstructed from a motorized stage scan. Freehand scanning (with the needle probe traced along the curved surface) reconstructed using: (b) untracked; (c) cross-correlation-based; and (d) magnetic tracker methods. The magnetic tracker method reconstructed the 3D trajectory of the freehand scan (Media 1). Yellow dotted lines were drawn at the 2nd, 4th and 6th grooves for improved visual comparison. Scale bar = 500 µm for all figure parts., which was reconstructed from a motorized stage scan at a constant speed of 2 mm/s over a range of 9 mm.

Freehand scanning was then performed by tracing the needle probe along the curved surface. The freehand scan was reconstructed as before, using the untracked, cross-correlation-based, and magnetic tracker methods. [Figure 4(b)](#g004){ref-type="fig"} shows the untracked reconstruction, in which the artifacts caused by variations in scanning speed and orientation can be clearly observed as inaccuracies in the positions, shapes, and sizes of the grooves. As there is no information about the orientation of the beam, all A-scans were oriented vertically, reconstructing a surface that appears erroneously flat. The cross-correlation-based reconstruction in [Fig. 4(c)](#g004){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates improved positioning accuracy, but similarly fails to account for the changes in orientation of the needle probe as it was scanned along the curved surface of the phantom. In [Fig. 4(d)](#g004){ref-type="fig"}, the magnetic tracker reconstruction exhibits a significant improvement, with the grooves and the curved surface shape showing a closer match to the gold-standard image. The same correlation threshold of 0.8 was used for both the cross-correlation-based and the magnetic tracker reconstructions.

A low-signal region that can be observed after the 4th groove in [Figs. 4(b)-(d)](#g004){ref-type="fig"} is not an artifact but a feature corresponding to a small hole in the phantom. This feature is not seen in the gold-standard image due to a slight variation of the imaging planes between scanning with the translation stage, and the subsequent freehand scanning. Although the freehand scan occurred along a 3D trajectory with associated out-of-plane translation and rotation of the probe, the magnetic tracker reconstruction is shown here as a 2D projection image to facilitate the comparison with other methods. The non-planar B-scan reconstructed from the full 3D trajectory using the magnetic tracker method is shown in an online animation (Media 1).

4. Imaging of biological tissue {#sec1-4}
===============================

The feasibility of using the magnetic tracking method for freehand scanning of biological tissue was demonstrated on an *ex vivo* human breast tissue specimen. The study was approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee of Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital, Western Australia, and informed consent was obtained from the patient. A 75-year-old female with a 20 mm invasive ductal carcinoma, undergoing a left mastectomy, was enrolled. The fresh (not fixed) tissue specimen was obtained during surgery, and kept hydrated in phosphate buffered saline solution until imaging (within two hours of excision).

As this experiment involved interstitial scanning of a biological tissue, the imaging planes of the gold-standard translation stage scan and the subsequent freehand scan are challenging to align. A small misalignment could result in apparent differences in the reconstructed images due to the presence of complex features in a biological tissue. Similarly, a representative histological section should be obtained as close to the OCT imaging plane as possible. To reduce issues of misalignment of the imaging planes between gold-standard translation stage scans and freehand scans, and to guide subsequent histological sectioning, an 18-gauge guide needle (38 mm length, 840 µm inner diameter) was first inserted into the tissue specimen, and was held in place for the whole duration of OCT scanning to serve as a landmark. The 22-gauge OCT needle probe was inserted into the larger guide needle shaft, which contained a 2 cm long slot to allow sufficient lateral scan range for the acquisition of A-scans. Whilst the guide needle restricts the degrees of freedom of the needle probe during a freehand scan, its use was deemed necessary to enable correlation with validation scans. The guide needle would not be required in clinical usage.

In the first scan, the OCT needle was retracted through the guide needle at a constant rate of 2 mm/s by a translation stage to generate a gold-standard image of the tissue. The probe was re-inserted into the guide needle and a freehand scan was performed by manually retracting the needle probe, with associated variations in speed and orientation. The freehand data was reconstructed using the untracked (uniform A-scan spacing), and the magnetic tracker methods. Following OCT imaging, the tissue was sampled along the length of the guide needle, parallel to the OCT imaging plane, and a hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained section was prepared using standard histological techniques.

[Figure 5(a)](#g005){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 5(a) Histological image of a human breast tissue specimen in the vicinity of the OCT-scanned area. The guide needle track is indicated by arrows. The region scanned using the translation stage is delineated by a dashed rectangle. (b) A magnified view of the outlined region in (a), in which four features have been labeled: milk duct (D), blood vessel (V), adipose tissue (A), and connective tissue (C). (c) OCT gold-standard image reconstructed from translation stage scanning, showing features comparable to histology. (d) OCT freehand scanning reconstructed using the untracked method. Features are geometrically distorted due to variation in the scanning speed. (e) OCT freehand scanning reconstructed using the proposed magnetic tracker method. Blood vessels (V), adipose tissue (A) and connective tissue (C) are reconstructed with sizes and shapes similar to the gold-standard OCT image. Scale bars = 500 µm. shows the H&E stained histological image, with the guide needle track appearing as a localized defect (indicated by arrows). The region corresponding to the OCT translation stage scan is delineated by a dashed rectangle, and magnified in [Fig. 5(b)](#g005){ref-type="fig"}. Four features commonly found in the composition of breast tissue have been identified and labeled, including a milk duct (D), blood vessels (V), adipose tissue (A), and connective tissue (C). As shrinkage due to tissue fixation and processing is typical of histological processing \[[@r27],[@r28]\], with different tissues affected to different degrees \[[@r29]\], the histological image is used here to provide an understanding of the biological features, rather than to validate the geometrical distance and orientation of the features found in the OCT images, which were acquired in fresh tissue.

[Figure 5(c)](#g005){ref-type="fig"} shows the OCT gold-standard image generated from the initial motorized stage scan. Features similar to those found in the histological image can be identified, and have been labeled. Areas of adipose (A) present with a characteristic honeycomb structure, with each highly scattering cell membrane enclosing a region of low-scattering lipid. The milk duct (D) appears as a low-scattering region with a distinctive and highly scattering boundary. The endothelial walls of the blood vessel (V) are highly scattering, and the connective tissue (C) appears as a dense homogeneous area of highly scattering tissue. Such structures correlate well with previously published OCT images \[[@r15]\]. The subsequently performed freehand scan was first reconstructed using the untracked method, as shown in [Fig. 5(d)](#g005){ref-type="fig"}. Due to the variation in speed during the freehand scan, the A-scans have been incorrectly spaced, causing significant geometrical distortion. The field of view of this freehand scan is smaller than the stage scan due to the different extents of needle insertion into and retraction from the guide needle during the acquisition.

The same freehand data set was then reconstructed using the magnetic tracker method and the result shown in [Fig. 5(e)](#g005){ref-type="fig"}. Due to the low scattering from the adipose tissue, the cross-correlation between sequential A-scans decreases rapidly. Therefore, a slightly lower threshold value (0.75) was empirically chosen for this reconstruction to ensure sufficient spacing between A-scans. A number of biological features, such as connective tissue, adipose tissue and vasculature, can be identified. The features exhibit sizes and shapes comparable to those evident in the gold-standard image. It is noteworthy that the complex globular shape of the individual adipose cells has been maintained by the magnetic tracker method in this freehand scan. Minor differences between the gold-standard and the magnetic tracker-based images are attributed to a slight change in the imaging plane between scans. The magnetic tracker reconstruction also shows the undulation in the trajectory of the freehand scan.

5. Discussion {#sec1-5}
=============

We have described a novel freehand scanning method for OCT needle probes using magnetic tracking. This study is the first to address the correction of artifacts caused by both the speed variation and the changes in orientation during freehand scanning of an OCT needle probe. Additionally, we have manufactured and calibrated the first prototype of a magnetically tracked needle probe.

A number of concepts are demonstrated through the experiments presented here. First, the motorized scan with acceleration, to simulate freehand scanning, enabled assessment of the accuracy of the various reconstruction methods. The proposed magnetic tracker method achieved an accuracy of 18 µm, which was not affected by SNR, as is the case for methods that rely entirely on the image content. Second, we investigated the effect of changes in orientation on the reconstruction by performing a freehand scan, tracing the needle probe along the curved surface of a phantom. Both untracked and cross-correlation-based methods failed to account for the orientation changes, erroneously reconstructing the curved surface as flat. In addition, these methods produced 2D images, which do not reflect the true 3D freehand scan trajectory. The magnetic tracker method was shown to be able to account for both the orientation changes and the 3D scan trajectory. Finally, by testing the freehand scanning method on an *ex vivo* human breast specimen, we established that it performed adequately on biological tissue in the presence of complex features, such as the globular network of adipose tissue.

One potential confounding factor in the accuracy of reconstructions is deflection of the needle during insertion, which will alter the transformation between the magnetic sensor and the imaging window. Earlier studies have shown this deflection to decrease with larger, more rigid needles, and to be negligible for a 22-gauge needle over an insertion depth of 20 mm \[[@r30]\]. For bevel tip needles, a major cause of deflection is the asymmetric forces acting on the needle tip. Such deflections have been shown to be minimized by rotating the needle during insertion \[[@r31],[@r32]\].

The orientation measurement in this experiment was represented with Euler angles. Such a representation is known to suffer from the 'gimbal lock' problem \[[@r33]\], which is the loss of one degree of freedom due to the overlapping of two rotational axes. This phenomenon occurs because each individual axis is evaluated independently in a fixed order when using Euler rotation matrices. For the sensor used in this experiment, yaw is measured as the rotation about the *z* axis of the transmitter frame, pitch is the rotation about the *y*′ axis of the intermediate frame after the yaw rotation, and roll is the rotation about the *x*″ axis of the second intermediate frame after the first two rotations. When the sensor is near ±90° pitch, the rotational axes for yaw and roll overlap, resulting in a significant reduction of measurement accuracy. Nonetheless, the gimbal lock problem quickly disappears once the sensor is oriented away from the poles. In practice, this limitation could be avoided by careful orientation of the tracking system relative to the patient, so that the intended scanning trajectory does not occur along the ±90° pitch direction.

The proof-of-principle experiments in this study were performed with the setup situated away from metals. This approach, whilst being the best to mitigate metal-induced magnetic field distortion, may not be feasible in certain clinical scenarios. Further study of the sources of metal-induced distortion, including the effects of eddy currents and ferromagnetism, may be needed to ensure the system design is suitable for clinical implementation. These effects are briefly discussed below.

Eddy currents, the circulation of charge induced in nearby conductors by a changing magnetic field, lead to the generation of secondary magnetic fields that interfere with the field to be measured. The two types of magnetic trackers, alternating current (AC) and pulsed DC, interact differently with conductors. The continuously time-varying AC field induces eddy currents in each measurement cycle. Pulsed DC trackers were developed to reduce this artifact by generating pulses of DC magnetic fields, restricting the induction of eddy currents to only the rising and falling edges of the pulses \[[@r34]\]. By delaying the measurement until the initial eddy currents have decayed, pulsed DC tracking can avoid or reduce the distortion they cause. For example, Nixon *et al*. reported no measurable effect on pulsed DC tracking from cubes (25 mm × 25 mm × 25 mm) of the common metals, stainless steel (316 grade), brass and aluminum, placed nearby \[[@r35]\].

Ferromagnetism, on the other hand, will affect both AC and pulsed DC trackers as ferromagnetic metals, such as iron, nickel, cobalt and 400 series stainless steel, retain their magnetization in the absence of an external field. There have been several attempts to correct for ferromagnetic distortion, which generally rely on interpolation or polynomial fitting techniques to estimate the true positions from a set of calibration data \[[@r36],[@r37]\]. However, these calibration methods are typically time-consuming and calculation-intensive, and require re-calibration as the environment changes. An alternative method that has been employed to reduce metal influence is to contain and redirect the transmitted magnetic fields such that the fields are attenuated outside of an operating volume, resulting in reduced sensitivity to metals found outside of this volume \[[@r38]\].

The tracking method proposed in this study has been used to reconstruct a non-planar cross-sectional B-scan from a 3D scan trajectory. The method may be extended to the acquisition of 3D OCT data volumes by incorporating an additional mechanism to rotate the needle during pullback. Such acquisitions have previously been demonstrated with fully motorized setups \[[@r12],[@r13],[@r15]\]. Use of the magnetic tracker places additional constraints upon the choice of motor, to avoid influencing the magnetic field. Non-magnetic motors designed for use with magnetic resonance imaging, such as ultrasonic motors (*e.g.*, Squiggle motors, New Scale Technologies, New York, USA) and pneumatic stepper motors \[[@r39]\], are potential candidates to be combined with the magnetic tracking method presented in this paper.

6. Conclusions {#sec1-6}
==============

This paper has presented the first published use of a magnetic tracking system to reconstruct freehand scans acquired using an OCT needle probe. The proposed method substantially improves upon the intrinsic spatial resolution of the magnetic tracker by applying cross-correlation-based resampling and a two-stage moving window average algorithm. The accuracy of the improved magnetic tracking method was measured to be 18 µm RMS. The proof-of-principle system described here was validated both with phantom objects and interstitial scans of *ex vivo* human breast tissue. This freehand scanning method could contribute toward implementation of OCT needle imaging for *in vivo* clinical applications.
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